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President’s Message by Beth Papermaster
I am not a scientist and never pretended to be one, not even on tv! Although, at times, I may have pretended to understand some of
the many terms used when discussing lake health such as mixed, stratification, eutrophic, anoxic, cyanobacteria, filamentous algae,
nonpoint source, Secchi disk, turbidity, etc. Fortunately for me, and for you, HLWA works closely with outstanding limnologists (see,
that’s another term I had to pretend to know for a while!). Limnology is the study of the biological, chemical, and physical features of
lakes and other bodies of fresh water. Northeast Aquatic Research (NEAR) is the professional limnological research and lake
management company with whom we work to help us best understand and monitor the quality and condition of our beautiful lake.
Of all the activities, events, publications, etc., that HLWA runs each year, the single most important thing we do is monitor water
quality. If you know only one thing about HLWA, please know this - the monthly water quality sampling and testing organized by
HLWA and supported by the Town of Winchester is crucial to understanding and protecting the health of Highland Lake.
HLWA proudly serves as the guardians of the lake. Town officials come
and go. Lake homeowners come and go. But HLWA with our mission to
protect the lake and its watershed is focused on guarding and protecting our
wonderful natural resource. Make no mistake, without HLWA and our
monitoring program, our lake would be at even greater risk.

On a beautiful early June morning, a group of us hopped on a boat to join a
NEAR research scientist for a refresher on water sampling. In recent years
our sampling has grown to include collecting zooplankton and phytoplankton,
which can be challenging. This training outing was an opportunity to collect
instructional video to help train future volunteers. In three hours, with five
volunteers, we collected nine bottles of water from three different depths at
three different locations and four bottles, two each of zooplankton and
phytoplankton, from first bay and second bay. In addition, we used the
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Secchi disk* to measure the transparency of the water and the Hach
meter** to better understand the condition of the lake. This activity takes
place once a month, May through October, by Highland Lake volunteers, and
November and April by the professionals from NEAR. There are lakes in
Connecticut that routinely close because of cyanobacteria (aka blue-green
algae) every summer. Cyanobacteria can produce toxins that can be harmful to
aquatic life, pets, and humans. If not managed appropriately, the current issues
will negatively influence the recreational and ecological values of a lake.
Highland Lake is gem. A precious gem. Something we all must treasure and
guard.

Over the past four years, it has been my great honor to serve as HLWA
president and continue in the long line of volunteers who work tirelessly to
ensure our lake sparkles and shines for generations to come. As my term
comes to an end, I say with absolute confidence that HLWA is in the very best
of hands with our incoming president, Candy Perez, and very capable board.
With the exception of past board member, past president and self-taught “lake
scientist” Clare Stevens, no one I know cares more about or is more dedicated
to protecting the health of Highland Lake and its watershed than Candy.
I encourage each of you to do everything you can to protect the lake. I also
encourage you to step up and take your turn on the board or volunteer to help
HLWA in any way you can. You and we will all benefit from your efforts.

See you on the water!
With gratitude, Beth Papermaster
P.S. - Everyone loves HLWA’s summer event, An Evening on Highland Lake. It is
our hope we can bring this fun event back to the lake in 2023. To make that
happen, we need two things - 1) someone willing to host the event and
2) volunteers to work on the event. Please email hlwa@hlwa.org if you want to
learn more. Planning needs to begin soon! Thank you for getting involved!

*A Secchi disk is an 8-inch (20 cm) disk with alternating black and white quadrants. It is lowered into the water of a lake until it can no
longer be seen by the observer. This depth of disappearance, called the Secchi depth, is a measure of the transparency of the water.
Transparency is an indicator of the impact of human activity on the land surrounding the lake. If transparency is measured through the
season and from year to year, trends in transparency may be observed. Transparency can serve as an early warning that activities on
the land are having an effect on a lake (nalms.org).
**The Hach meter is a portable instrument that is used to measure dissolved oxygen, temperature and other parameters (such as pH
and conductivity) in water.
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Lights Out

Laps Around the Lake

by Candy Perez

by Vicki Palinskas

One of the most interesting times at the lake for me is when the
power goes out and you can stand outside and try to experience
what the early campers, cottage dwellers, and animals
experienced in our neighborhoods. Another way for us to
experience this is to do what many communities are doing across
the country - turn off unnecessary lights and use sky-friendly,
down-shield exterior lighting.

In 365 days, it’s never a bad day to
be up and around the lake. Winters
do get a tad cold, and summers can
get a little sticky, but it always puts
me in a better mood. I love the
running/walking community at the
lake - filled with all ages and every
type of dogs you can imagine! I personally own two Australian
shepherds.

Just a few weeks ago, Dark Sky Week was observed. Dark Sky
Week reflects on light pollution and its effect on our ability to view
the stars, galaxies, planets, and beyond. Not only that, but
growing evidence includes the harmful effects on migratory birds
and night pollinators.
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I love going early in the mornings. Usually I start at 6:45 a.m. and
get in 4 to 5 miles. We get to see the eagles, herons, and osprey
fishing for breakfast, and the sunrises are to die for! From late fall
The National Audubon Society recommends turning off excess
through early spring, we don’t get the daylight needed for the
lighting during the months migrating birds are flying overhead to
early hours, so we are all lit up!! The dogs and I all have Noxgear
provide them safe passage between their nesting and wintering
grounds. They recommend turning off exterior decorative lighting, harnesses that change color, flash, and blink if desired. They are
extinguish floodlights, substitute strobe lighting wherever possible, rechargeable and waterproof.
down-shield exterior lighting to eliminate horizontal glare and all
They help drivers to see us and
light directed upward, install automatic motion sensors and
adds a little bit of style. I’m that
controls wherever possible, and when converting to new lighting,
girl who has me and the dogs all
assess quality and quantity of light needed, avoiding overlighting
in red and green at Christmas
with newer, brighter technology.
time, pink, red and purple for
Valentine’s Day. and some
years we rock green for St.
You can help! While outside at night, take
Paddy’s Day! The Noxgear
note of all the stars you see, or perhaps the
saw my pictures on
lack thereof, and think about how the night sky people
Facebook, and they asked to
might look with less light. If you have a
use my dogs to advertise their
chance, take a look at your lighting and make
products!

adjustments if you can (except for the ones
connected to safely walking at night).
Decorative solar lights are cheap and easy to
buy and look nice for occasions, but consider
they do not go out even when we are snug in
our beds. Tall spotlights can shine clear
across the lake, especially in our most narrow
spots. Maybe we can move toward a Dark Sky
lake that shows exceptional dedication to the
preservation of the night sky through your
support.

Perhaps we can improve our view of the Milky Way that starts at
the south end of the lake by Taylor Brook and soars over
Wheeler’s Point during an evening boat float with Frank Sinatra
music, rock music, or one of the cool bands at the lake that gift us
with their music.

In springtime it’s great watching
all the seasonal homes open up
and “come to life.” Then there
are the spring flowers and
mulch!! Once the snow is gone,
we hike at the back of third bay
in the Winchester Land Trust
property up to Burr Pond, walk
around that and then come back
down. The trails are marked
well!

Summertime is personally my
favorite. Yeah, it’s a little sticky running, but the dogs and I enjoy
cooling off after at either beach!
The dogs love seeing kids so
they can throw their toys for
them! The lake is always clear
and beautiful being spring fed.
If you are ever out and about
and see us, please stop and
say hi. The dogs are always up
to being petted, and I think it’s
great to see everyone out and
about. It’s a great area to live
in! Get out and make the best
of it. Own the day!
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Annie Simard, New Board Member

One Heck of a Fish Tale

Greg and I bought our cottage in
September 2019. Our initial intention
was to be seasonal residents, but
after one summer of “lake life,” we
took the plunge and converted our
cottage and our lives to full-time lake
living. We both love the lake and the
community. It took us years of
searching to make the decision of
where we saw ourselves living out
the next phase of our life. Highland
Lake was the absolute best fit for us.
We love that it is a natural and very clean lake. Since the day we
made the decision I have wanted to be a part of the protection
and preservation of the lake. In my professional life I own yoga
studios and am a realtor. I have decades of experience building
connections, fostering relationships and creating strong
community bonds. It is an honor to be on the board and continue
the work that has been done thus far, making Highland Lake what
it is today.

by Greg Kyrytschenko

Be a Good Lake Neighbor! Please Be Noise
Mindful!!!
by Jill Ricci
We all love our lake and we all
enjoy spending time with family
and friends on our lake
properties. Although we all have
different tolerance levels for what
is deemed noisy, we can all
appreciate that others may not
have the same desire or
tolerance for the noise we are
making. Please be a good
neighbor and be considerate!
Use lawn mowers and power
equipment only during
reasonable times of the day, and try your best not to use them
when you notice your neighbors are outdoors socializing so as not
to be disruptive. Things you might find pleasant sounding such as
your dog barking, your type of music and your wind chimes, can
be quite annoying to others. Not everyone wants to hear your
noise! Especially wind chimes which continue to make noise in
the middle of the night on breezy nights. Be a good neighbor and
take them down on windy nights so you don’t disturb others!
Remember, sound travels easily across water, so if you are
talking or playing music on your boat early in the morning or late
at night, sound is traveling right across the water and is likely
disturbing your fellow sleeping lake residents. If you are
experiencing annoying or disruptive neighbor noise, have a
conversation with them - it is possible they don’t realize their noise
is disturbing you. Thank you all in advance for being considerate
neighbors!! As summer ramps up, lets all enjoy the lake and be
respectful of others!
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It was an unseasonably cold Sunday in April on Highland Lake
and my kids were complaining they were bored. They were
finding everything unproductive to do until I suggested they go
fishing! My daughter rallied her younger brother and his friend to
go to a place where they had not fished much before.
They gathered their fishing poles and gear and walked over to a
shallow cove area to try to catch a big one. We did not expect to
hear from them for a while, but within minutes our phones were
ringing. “Dad, we need a bucket and a net right away!” my son
said as he was gasping for air. I went over to bring them proper
equipment. As I walked through the woods, I saw my son hook a
trophy trout. It was not a great position from which to reel in the
fish. The kids were trying to use their hands to try and retrieve the
prize.
My son’s friend shouts out “This is a once in a lifetime fish!” and
heads into the ice-cold water to help retrieve the hooked fish. He
gets into a little bit deeper water and rethinks his idea. Suddenly,
my daughter snatches the net and goes “full send” into the lake in
her jeans and cowboy boots to retrieve the fish . After about a
minute of quick maneuvering of the fish around the rock, she
comes out with a massive trout in her net. The shouts of joy could
be heard across the lake.
As they unhook and de-net the fish, they quickly put it on the
scale. The kids waited in anticipation on what the magic number
was going to read on their scale. The seconds seemed like hours
and then the number popped up. It read 8.6 lbs. It was like the
kids won the world series of fishing. It was a great experience my
kids will be able to tell their friends and family about for the ages.
I always hear about the fish that got away, but this time they
actually caught it!
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Thank You, Beth!

Errant Canoe

There are changes occurring with
several of the officer positions of the
Highland Lake Watershed Association
Board of Directors; one of which is the
key position of President. Beth
Papermaster has masterfully served
as president for the last four years
and, per the bylaws, her term has
come to an end. Her passion,
knowledge, and vision for the board
and Highland Lake have been
exceptional. She has worked
tirelessly with local and state officials to deal with all sorts of
issues threatening the water quality of our lake, including the
catastrophic pipe failure at the Sucker Brook Dam and getting a
weed treatment pushed through when there were roadblocks.
She has devoted countless hours facilitating meetings, recruiting
board members, meeting with DEEP and Town government
officials, organizing lake cleanups and social events, and
supporting our mission in countless ways. Her energy and
commitment to the lake are impressive and contagious. Thank
goodness we have people like Beth and others who are willing to
take their turn and get involved to support the important mission
of HLWA. We all reap the benefits as property owners on this
wonderful lake.

by Candy Perez
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Growing up on Highland Lake in the summers meant lots of
swimming, catching frogs, and waterskiing. But it also meant my
father “dragged” me along when there was something to help
with at the lake. That something could be delivering newsletters
by hand (as you have probably heard from me already), but most
likely it meant helping a neighbor with a dilemma or helping the
lake. Helping the lake was a community effort. Everyone pitched
in when it was something like taking an old dock barrel out of the
water or recovering a stray rowboat. People from all parts of the
lake would always come together.

Because of this early
training, I learned “lake
skills.” Today I
“dragged” a neighbor
young man along to do
“community lake work.”
We grabbed the boat,
some rope, and pulled
an old canoe out of the
lake. We pulled it out
onto the property of a
longtime HLWA board
member and put it on
Beth lives with her husband on the east side of third bay and
the side of the road to be picked up and disposed of. I could add
together raised their son and daughter on this lake. The next
that other agencies were contacted about this navigational
time you see Beth, please give her a whole-hearted thank you for hazard, but their help would have been days away. But that
her excellent service to the association and to all lake residents. community lake spirit instilled in me a long time ago to do
something for “the lake” was all that was needed. I invite you all
Thank you, Beth - your fabulous work on our behalf is truly
to be a community lake neighbor.
appreciated!

Donor List
Thank you to the very generous individuals who donated $100 or more in 2021, in addition to the $50 membership. Please consider
donating to HLWA. Your support is greatly appreciated.
Richard & Ellen Babcock
Steve & Beth Ballentine
Rob & Tracy Bates
Mark & Jean Blair
Annesa & Richard Borla
Lynn & Jim Brandolini
Lynn Carter & Jay Champagne
Jane & Paul Cohen
Greg & Lynn Crane
Peter & Carmela D'Addeo
Francis & Meg Delaney
George & Nan Finlayson
Thomas A. Flaherty
Sarah & Rick Gervasini
Beth & Stephen Giller
Jack & Dorothy Hillman
Marybeth & Todd Jordan
Mark & Sherry Kozikowski
Roger & Gail Langlois
Marty & Lynne Lautenschlager

John & Valerie Lochner
Sheryl & Jeff Loureiro
Evan & Donna MacDermott
Kim & Jeanne Marchand
Jimmy & Debbie McKenna
Stephen & Jenny McMillan
Keith & Maggie Meyer
Stephen & Rose Molinelli
Thomas & Pamela Molloy
Jacqueline Mulvey
Ralph Nader
Bob & Maureen Ney
Frank Oliveri
David Paigo
Joseph R. & Judith A. Palmer
Dan & Beth Papermaster
Fernand & Pauline Pare
Wayne Paulsen
Mike & Sue Peacock
Tim & Kristin Perra

Ken & Eleanor Pratt
Joe Reyes
Daren & Colin Sandler
Mark Schrader
Gerald Scutt Family
JoAnn & Randy Serkey
Arthur & Kate Soucy
Bryan & Grace Southergill
Joseph & Lauri Sylvestro
Douglas Traub
John & Sanda Ursone
Feliks & Anna Viner
Bob & Pat Wald
Brian & Vicki Ward
Kevin & Marcia Winn
Gail & Stuart Yaffee
Anthony & Carol Zacchio
Alan & Liz Zakrzewski
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Meet Your Neighbor
Maria G Miele, Artist/ Painter & Photographer
What I paint and photograph here in CT has a different feel than
what I paint in Florida. However, lately I feel my subjects are
coming together.
I painted this bear the first summer at
the lake in 2019 and now giclee
copies (fine art digital prints made on
inkjet printers) can be purchased
downtown at Live at Home.
I probably paint more pet portraits
than anything. Samples of my work
can be found on Instagram
@mgmoriginals_fine_art and at my
website, www.mgmoriginals.com.
We found our place at the lake in fall
"Not as Cute as I Look"
of 2018. We were looking for a place
Ken could commute from easily (he's a captain with American
Airlines). He is originally from Connecticut and spent a lot of time
on this lake with his very good friends (Gerry Traub et al). So
when we were starting to look at properties, including in North
Carolina, he mentioned looking here. There were several
properties that were compelling at the time that brought us here to
look. On New Year’s Day 2019, we found out our final offer was
accepted here on Carey's Point.

I don't consider us part time or seasonal.
We come whenever we can and love all the
seasons. We've created a home here that is
enjoyable in all seasons. My favorite season
however is fall. Since retiring from teaching
(during COVID), we make our "Nostro Posto
Al Lago,” (Our Place at the Lake) our base.
Besides friends here on the lake, Ken's
family is also nearby, which was a big draw
for us.
Home is in Florida, Stuart, Palm City . . .
I am now a full-time artist and photographer. I sell my art and do
professional photo shoots as well as design work for my family
business of commercial properties around Florida.
For play, we love music and music venues. Infinity Hall here
in Norfolk is a favorite spot. Besides creating, I love to cook,
garden and exercise . . . pickleball is a new favorite (extremely
popular and competitive in Florida) and I'm happy to see there are
several spots here in town now to play.
Bucket list:
Paris . . . Crazy, right? But the other thing I really would like to do
is spend a month in specific places . . . I love cities but never want
to live in them permanently.

HIGHLAND LAKE NEWS

Having a solo show is something I hope to have in the next few
years . . . doesn't matter where!
My favorite local restaurant is Mario's . . . it's like our
"Cheers" . . . always friendly faces to see there, proprietors are
wonderful people, and the food is consistently good. A new
favorite spot is 2nd Home . . . cute, comfortable and social . . .
Audio or Turning the Page:
I love a book . . . although with the few times I've had to drive
back and forth to Florida, I enjoyed an audio book . . . my favorite
reads are memoirs. I highly recommend Elton John's "Me" and
Peter Frampton's memoir . . .
Words to live by: " Be present"

Upcoming Event:

Bowling!
Look for an email

with more
details!

Save Our Lakes License Plate
This plate enhances public awareness of the state’s effort to
preserve and protect the state’s lakes and ponds from aquatic
invasive species and cyanobacteria blooms. To purchase one,
visit: https://portal.ct.gov/DMV/Special-and-Vanity/

Special-and-Vanity/Save-Our-Lakes-Plate.
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Dear Highland Lake
by Brooklyn Wendricks
I started skiing when I was 4 years old. My parents, my brother and I loved to
spend as much time as possible on the lakes in Madison, WI where I live.
When I was younger, one of our favorite ways to end the weekend during the
summer was to watch the Mad-City Ski Team perform their shows on Lake
Monona. I would beg my parents every week to sign me up for the team, and
by the time I was 6 they finally let me join.
The nationally recognized Mad-City Ski Team is made up of skiers from 6 to
60 years old. We have won 11 National Championships and have won the
Wisconsin State Show Ski tournament three times. The Wisconsin State
Show Ski Tournament is the largest of its kind in the world and something I
look forward to attending every summer. When I first joined the team, my
favorite thing to do was climb pyramids, but I also quickly learned how to
slalom. Over the years, I started learning other disciplines such as jumping,
swiveling, barefooting and strap doubles (where my partner does all the
skiing while lifting me in the air). Swivel skiing has become my favorite, and I
will bring my swivel ski with me on vacation if I know there is access to a lake
and boat.
I had just purchased a new swivel ski when I visited my grandmother, Linda
Caraher, and her fiancé Frank Bares on Highland Lake last summer. We
were staying for almost two weeks, so I definitely brought my ski on the plane
for this trip. My first impression of Highland Lake was that it is very clean. It
didn’t have any weeds and even had a good taste to it (that being discovered
when I fell). As I practiced my swivel tricks, the people around the lake were
so friendly and supportive as they cheered and clapped for me. I have skied
on lakes all over the U.S. and even in China, and Highland Lake is by far one
of the cleanest. It is always such a joy to be able to ski on a clean, beautiful
lake that is being cared for. I am eager to come back to Highland Lake to
once again visit Grammie and Frank and to enjoy your lake. Thank you for
the wonderful time I had.

HIGHLAND LAKE NEWS
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2022 HLWA Boat Parade
Start planning your
decorations and theme –
the annual Highland
Lake Boat Parade
returns to the lake on
July 23! We will meet at
the boat launch area at
7:00 p.m. and continue around the lake. This
year will be clockwise and goes along the east
side to begin the parade. This year please
construct a sign stating how many years you’ve
been on the lake, whether you are on a boat or
on the shore watching the parade! The boat
parade is a longstanding tradition that brings a
lot of energy, excitement and togetherness to
our community. You can join us just by bringing
your boat to the starting point, or perhaps you’d
rather sit on your deck/dock and cheer on the
boats as they pass by! Decorations and
noisemakers are not necessary, but they do
add to the fun and excitement. The rain date
will be July 24. We look forward to seeing as
many folks as possible at the parade!
Dear Friend,

AmazonSmile
It’s easy to support HLWA while
shopping at Amazon with
AmazonSmile.
On a web browser:
1. Visit smile.amazon.com
2. Sign in with the same account
you use for Amazon.com
3. Select “Highland Lake Watershed
Association” as your charity
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Spring Cleanup - April 24, 2022
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Meet and Mingle 2002
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Building Our Membership Base
by Annie Simard

“Never underestimate the power of a small group of committed people to change the world. In fact, it is the only thing that ever has.” ~
Margaret Mead.
I am very honored to be on the HLWA Board. It is my desire to build our membership base.
We all love our beautiful lake. We have invested in calling it our home. It is our duty to protect and care for it. Your membership says,
“I’m in! I want clean, safe water. I want to protect the environment and keep the lake pristine.”

Protect your investment and more importantly be a part of the effort to protect our beloved lake! HLWA is made up of members that
care about the lake and want to protect it! Membership is only $50! We are asked by many why the donation is so low. We want to
make it an easy decision to join. The more community involvement, the better.
If you are reading this, you are most likely a member already, so here’s a big THANK YOU! If you would like to help with our mission,
please reach out to your neighbors and encourage them to join you, in joining us! If you are a past member, we are hoping you will
take a moment, fill out the application and join us again!
Please contact me at anniesimardhlwa@gmail.com if you have any questions or comments.

(Application is also available on our website www.hlwa.org)

GOLF AT GREEN WOODS COUNTRY CLUB 2022
Green Woods Country Club, founded in 1903, is the Berkshires hidden gem for
golfing in Litchfield County!! One of the only 3 golf courses in the United States
with a 10-hole layout – par 71.

Single $2,795 (Monthly $246.90)
Family $3,950 (Monthly $348.92)
Member benefits include full unlimited
Golfer Privileges 7 days a week in
season from April to November,
weather permitting. Additional benefits
include the use of the Golf Range, GHIN
Handicap fee, League Play in any one of
our six (6) golfing leagues, eligibility for
all Tournament Play and Social Events.

For additional information or inquiries, please contact
the pro shop (860) 379-8302
~ Come golf with other Highland Lake Families ~
The Pratt’s, The Smith’s, The Nardella’s, The Fabiaschi’s, the Schwartz’s,
the Ziolkowski’s and the Carr’s, just to name a few
Green Woods Country Club, 300 Torringford Road, Winsted, CT 06098
greenwoodscc.net

Your community brewery

Over $34,000,000 in Real Estate sold in 2021

MARY ANNE CASEY
REALTOR

Email: hlwa@hlwa.org
Website: www.hlwa.org
Facebook: Highland Lake Watershed Association
Instagram: hlwainsta

860-459-9453
mcasey02@earthlink.net

2 Old Northfield Road
Northfield, CT 06778
Www.DBeckleyRealty.com

Resident of Highland Lake
for over 50 years.
Looking forward to working
with you!
Personalized Service

Services Offered
Kitchen, Dusting,
Bathroom,
Mopping, Deep
Cleaning,
Vacuuming
Call Now:
860.459.7327
860.422.0537

For over 10 years,
Northwest CT Realty has been
The Highland Lake Selling and Buying
Authority with proven results.
Our priorities are
simple ~ they’re yours.

• Cafe • Ice Cream
• Baked Goods

David & Amy Sartirana

• Dine In • Take Out

Broker/Owner
98 Main Street
Winsted, CT

860.379.7245
northwestctoffice@gmail.com

• Catering
Specializing in
Highland Lake
Properties!

580 Main Street

Winsted, CT 06098
860-238-7677

HL PM

HIGHLAND LAKE
PROPERTY
MANAGEMENT

MARK & SHERRY KOZIKOWSKI - OWNERS
Your neighbors on the lake.
225 Albany Tpke (Rt. 44)
P.O. Box 477
Ph. (860) 693-3404
Canton, CT 06019
Fax: 860) 693-4177
PROPERTY CARETAKING AND MANAGEMENT
www.valleyfireplaceandstove.com

Jordan Moore • 860-480-0330
Full Service

• Wood, Pellet & Gas Stoves
• Fireplaces & Accessories • Stove Installations

MARK KOZIKOWSKI - OWNER
CSIA CERTIFIED

Ph. (860) 693-3404
Cell: (860) 989.9588

• FULLY INSURED • REASONABLE RATES

CAPS INSTALLED • CHIMNEY REPAIRS
• AWNINGS

www.valleychimneysweepllc.com
Your neighbors on the lake.

225 ALBANY TPKE. (RT. 44)
CANTON, CT 06019

Georgi Andrews
Massage Therapy
Licensed Massage Therapist
Specializing in
Sport Deep Tissue Prenatal
Chair massage available
as well as gatherings and in-home visits!
Call for appointment

Swedish

CT License #6711
AMTA Member

860-307-5392
Located at 686 Main Street

STEW JONES
R E S T OR A TION
The Series III Specialists

199 East Lake Street
Winsted, Connecticut 06098
phone (860) 379-1534 FAX (860) 379-2747
www.jaguarv12etype.com
e-mail stewjones@jaguarv12etype.com



A Real Estate Agent who has . . .
Experience • Expertise • Excellence
Call me. Let me help you buy or sell your home!



Nancy Reardon 

860-836-7506


Lake Resident

Top 1% Nationally
Chairman’s Circle
#1 Sales Agent in CT
#1 Customer Service in CT
Over 30 Years of Real Estate
Experience

P.O. Box 761 • 123 West Street
Simsbury, CT 06070 • P 860.408-9798

www.dwburr.com
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Lake It Slow!!
In an effort to encourage
drivers to drive safely,
HLWA created Lake it Slow
lawn signs. Signs are
available for $5.
Email hlwa@hlwa.org to
buy a sign.
For Connecticut Boating Updates, Like and Follow
Facebook

@BoatinginConnecticut
For all things related to boating in
Connecticut

Twitter

@CTBoatingInfo
Boat launch closures,
safety reminders

Instagram

@CTDEEP_Boating
Connecticut Boating through
photos

